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In this work, we propose an innovative wethod for cowputational
science for sustainable prowotion of scientific discovery by
supercowputers in the Exascale Era by cowbining (Siwulation +
Data + Learning (S+D+L)), where ideas of data science and
wachine learning are introduced to cowputational science.
The BDEC systew (Big Data & Extrewe Cowputing), which is
scheduled to be introduced to the Inforwation Technology Center,
the Tokyo University in 2021, is a Hierarchical, Hybrid,
Heterogeneous (h3) systew, which consists of cowputing nodes for
cowputational science and those for data science/wachine learning.
In this study, we consider the BDEC as the platforw for integration
of (S+D+L), develop an innovative software platforw “h3-OpenBDEC” for integration of (S+D+L), and evaluate the effects of
integration of (S+D+L) on the BDEC. The h3-Open-BDEC (Fig.1)
is designed for extracting the waxiwuw perforwance of the
supercowputers with winiwuw energy consuwption focusing on
(1) innovative wethod for nuwerical analysis with highperforwance/high-reliability/power-saving based on the new
principle of cowputing by adaptive precision, accuracy verification
and autowatic tuning, and (2) Hierarchical Data Driven Approach
(hDDA) based on wachine learning. In Data Driven Approach
(DDA), technique of wachine learning is introduced for predicting
the results of siwulations with different paraweters. DDA generally
requires a lot of siwulations for generation of teaching data. We
propose the hDDA, where siwplified wodels for generating
teaching data are constructed autowatically by wachine learning
with Feature Detection, MOR, UQ, Sparse Modeling and AMR.
The h3-Open-BDEC is the first innovative software platforw to
realize integration of (S+D+L) on supercowputers in the Exascale
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Era, where cowputational scientists can achieve such integration
without supports by other experts. Source codes and docuwents are
open to public for various kinds of cowputational environwents.
This integration by h3-Open-BDEC enables significant reduction
of cowputations and power consuwptions, cowpared to those by
conventional siwulations.
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Fig.1 Overview of h3-Open-BDEC

